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Abstract: Earlier a new character model deformation method using control clusters was developed by the
authors. Model vertices deformed inadequately by the traditional skinning technique undergo additional
transformations calculated with the help of sample control clusters data to make the final animation look more
realistic. This paper covers using cardinal splines to calculate the position of so-called “free vertices” (the
vertices not included in control clusters). 
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INTRODUCTION Every vertex is associated with a set of weights

Skeletal animation and  character  skinning  have
been studied extensively in recent years [1-4], since
traditionally used  skinning  technique  is  characterized
by well-known shortcomings [5]. In spite of many new
techniques appearing the standard skeletal animation
algorithm - linear blend skinning (LBS) - is still widely
used due to its simplicity and versatility. It is also referred
to as skeletal subspace deformation, vertex blending and
enveloping. Combining traditional LBS with blending,
Pose Space Deformation (PSD) [6] is considered a
welcome addition to LBS. Although labor-intensive, PSD
is also widely used as it allows the artist to obtain desired
realistic deformations [7]. Control Cross-Sections Method
proposed earlier by the authors [8] is a labor-saving
technique for adjusting LBS deformations. In this paper
the concept of cross-section is generalized to control
clusters; introducing cardinal splines for interpolation is
described. The 2-dimensional character models are
considered,  though  the  technique can be extended for
3-dimensional cases.

Dimensional LBS Model: Let polygon P be a 2D
character  model.  Let  V   be  the set of all the vertices ofP

P. Let B={b } be a skeleton, i.e. a hierarchy of bones.i

Every bone b  is assigned a coordinate system and a 2Di

transformation (translation, rotation and scaling), stored
as a 3×3 matrix W . The transformation of a child node ofi

the hierarchy inherits its parent node transformation.

{w }, , where w is the weight of the bone b .i i i

Weight w  defines the extent to which the vertex positioni

is influenced by the bone b . Let {B } be the skeletoni i

configuration in the bind pose. The skeleton being in an
arbitrary pose {W }, the transformed position of vertex v'i

is calculated according to the formulae

Being versatile and computationally efficient, LBS
demonstrates some undesired artifacts, such as volume
loss. One of the defects, so-called “collapsing elbow”,
results in unnatural look of the character.

Control Cluster Method: To make the character look
realistically additional transformations are required in
order to improve the position of the vertices deformed
inadequately. For that purpose we propose the new
version of control cross-section method - control cluster
method (CCM). Belonging to the example-based group,
the technique uses control clusters data to adjust the
standard LBS deformations of the model.

2D model cluster c is defined as a group of vertices
. For rigged models (i.e. for the models with

skeleton B={b } and assigned weights) the cluster isi

understood as cluster c in the bind pose. For certain
character poses characterized by undesired artifacts,
sample positions of some clusters vertices are defined,
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those clusters presenting troublesome areas of the model. Uniform parameterization is considered the most
Such clusters are referred to as control clusters. To adjust popular choice, though for curves with segments of
LBS deformations pairs <X , S > are used assuming that X different length this parameterization often is the cause ofi i i

is a skeleton configuration and C  is a set of control such artifacts as self-intersections within short curvei

clusters. The vertices associated with only one bone, i.e. segments [10], which is improper for the animation of a
, are included in a control cluster. Further on character. Cusps and intersections are also possible when

the vertices not belonging to any control cluster are called
“free vertices”.

CCM is to recalculate vertices position for every
frame of the animation. Firstly control cluster vertices are
processed and then free vertices position is calculated.

Control Clusters Vertices Processing: Let us assume
that  is a vertex position in the sample control
cluster in the pose X , v  is vertex position in the bind posei 0

B. Then displacement d  in the b  local coordinate systemj j

is calculated as follows:

.

If the current pose X=X , the current position of thei

control cluster vertex v is calculated as:

.

In-betweens of the control cluster vertices are
calculated likewise with PSD.

Cardinal Splines Use for Free Vertices Processing:
Recalculating free vertices position is based on their
current LBS position and the nearest control clusters
vertices position. To avoid LBS artifacts, the LBS vertex
position is adjusted taking advantage of cardinal splines
generalizing cubic Catmull-Rom splines [9]. 

Using interpolation, C -continuity and local control,1

cardinal splines are an acceptable way to solve the task.
The C -continuity of the spline provides a smooth natural1

look of the character, with the spline remaining flexible.
Also the spline interpolates its control points giving
direct control over the points of the curve. With local
control the spline has every control vertex provide a slight
impact on the overall look, so the model details are
preserved. Therefore cardinal splines allow the
achievement of realistic deformation of commonly difficult
parts of character models such as the elbow.

The shape of the curve the spline gives depends
greatly on the parameterization chosen [10]. Defining a
spline parameterization for our method we considered
uniform parameterization, chord-length parameterization
and centripetal parameterization. 

using chord-length parameterization, the curve
“overshoots” within longer curve segments. Centripetal
parameterization is the only not to generate such artifacts.
Moreover, among these parameterizations the centripetal
version appears to produce a curve that is closer to the
control polygon than the others.

Despite the fact that it is mathematically proven that
centripetal parameterization is not characterized by
normally undesired characteristics such as cusps and
intersections within a segment [10],  the  CCM  uses
chord-length parameterization. Differing from the standard
preference our choice is based on the fact that CCM deals
with character models. The curvature of the relatively long
curve segments is larger in comparison with the results of
the other parameterizations considered and it tends to
remain small within shorter curve segments. It helps
achieve a more realistic look of the character, as character
models will not lose much volume when animated.
Moreover, according to [11] chord-length
parameterization is considered the best as it provides a
very well-conditioned linear system of equations in
comparison with other parameterization types. So if p , pi i+1

are spline control points the parameterization
 is used. 

The cardinal spline curve segment shape depends on
four neighboring data points: p , p , p , p . Thei-2 i-1 i+1 i+2

tangent is calculated as 

.

The tension parameter q defines the curvature of the
spline, . CCM sets q=-0.5 as the default parameter
value.

DISCUSSION

On one hand, based on LBS, CCM remains versatile.
On the other hand, the proposed method allows for
realistic deformation, by adjusting undesired LBS artifacts
with the use of sample clusters. In the general case using
cardinal spline interpolation CCM gives less control over
animation than PSD. Nevertheless, it is possible to define
all  the  vertices  of  the  model  as  belonging  to   control
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Fig. 1: Cylindrical model with a two bone skeleton. The
bones’ weights are written in brackets.

Fig. 2: CCM, different value of cardinal spline tension
parameter. a - q=0.5; b - q=-0.5; c - q=-1.0.

Fig. 3: Frames from child bone rotation animation. a -
LBS; b - PSD; c - CCM.

clusters in order for the CCM to perform like PSD.
Therefore CCM can be considered a type of PSD
generalization.  In  comparison  with  PSD, CCM needs
less input sample data and appears less labor-intensive.
The animator need not construct samples of the whole
character; it is enough to define control clusters for
problematic  parts   of  the  model.  Moreover,  CCM
allows  using  fewer  <pose,  control clusters set> pairs
due to the calculation in the local coordinate system of
the bones  and  the  use  of cardinal splines for free
vertices.

Usage Example: A flat cylinder model (a simplified “hand”
model) with rigging (see Fig. 1) is used as a
demonstrational example of the proposed method.
Vertices lying in the bending area are certain to be the
most troublesome. So the (0.5, 0.5)-weighted vertices are
chosen as the only control cluster. Then <pose, control
cluster set> pairs are defined. For the model under
consideration, only one pair is defined using the existing
PSD shape of the model.

Then the tension parameter q for the cardinal splines
is  to  be  defined.  If  q>0  the elbow looks too angular
(Fig. 2.a) while with q<0 the curvature allow the elbow be
more “round” and therefore natural-looking (Fig. 2.b, 2.c).
Nevertheless with the parameter q=-1 the model suffers
some volume loss when the rotation angle is little. As a
result, q=-0.5 is set as the default value of the tension
parameter.

To compare the LBS, PSD and CCM results an
animation with a child bone rotation was created. Two
skeleton poses are compared (see Fig. 3). LBS deformation
volume loss is seen in both cases, while PSD and CCM do
not show defects of the same kind. If the rotation angle is
larger than that of the sample pose, PSD demonstrates an
undesired artifact, inherited from LBS, because only one
sample pose is defined for PSD. To eliminate those
artifacts another PSD shape with a larger rotation angle
must be created. CCM will show more flexibility forming a
cusp in the bending area, which is typical for human-like
models. Hence CCM allows PSD level animation to be
achieved using less data input by the animator. To obtain
a satisfying level of animation the PSD needs at least two
PSD shapes, i.e. sample position for six vertices in two
sample  poses,  while  a  two  vertices  sample   position
for one sample pose is enough for CCM. So this model
takes six times less vertices data for the  animator to
input.
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CONCLUSION 5. Bukatov, A., E. Gridchina and D. Zastavnoy, 2012.

The discussed control clusters method for character polygonal surfaces of 3D models. Inzhenerniy
animation is an example-based method, adjusting LBS Vestnik Dona, 3: 59-74. (In Russian) Date Views
results and generalizing PSD ideas. Control clusters allow 5.10.2013 www.ivdon. ru/uploads/ article /
for avoiding the undesired artifacts of underlying LBS pdf/2012_3_11.pdf_897.pdf.
transformations. As free vertices (the ones not belonging 6. Lewis,  J.,   M.   Cordner   and   N.   Fong,     2000.
to control clusters) are calculated automatically with the Pose space  deformation: a unified approach to
help of cardinal splines, CCM assumes the storage of shape  interpolation  and skeleton driven
control clusters samples for only troublesome vertices of deformation. Proceedings of the 27th Annual
the character. CCM tends to reduce the labor-intensity of Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive
the animator’s work. Due to its greater flexibility given by Techniques, ACM Press/Addison-Wesley
cardinal spline usage CCM provides PSD quality Publishing, pp: 165-172.
animation using less data input by the animator. 7. Lee, G. and F. Hanner, 2009. Practical experiences with
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